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Dear CHA members
Welcome to Year 2020 and may all your positive
thoughts come true!
The combination of focused intention, belief and
detachment enables our clients to move through life
calmly. As we know, the Universe always fulfills one’s
intentions, and does so in the most appropriate fashion
using sequencing and quantum intelligence beyond our
comprehension.
When we face a challenge or problem, simply relax - you
know that it is all part of the intended outcome, and it
will be solved as we listen and learn.
Challenges are only there to help us take the final step
to closure, and from there to reach the desired and
intended outcome.
Recognizing facts, listening to the cause, life starts to
work out automatically, based on our desires and
intentions, which are backed up by our beliefs.
Once this practice becomes a natural part of our habits
we are more confident and relaxed through this new way
of living. Old habits of fear, anxiety, frustration and
anger will fade gradually and we will start succeeding
faster and faster. And because we practice and improve
our skills and are more aware and conscious of the whole
Self, the time between thought and its physical
manifestation becomes one.
There are many people that have reached this ultimate1
state of being - they are even part of the CHA board.
In love and light.

Detlef Joe Friede
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Live life to its fullest by Eike M. Jordan
Intentions coming from the heart and within the light are
the mandatory platform to work from. Remaining neutral
and open minded, forgetting about socially and
environmentally implanted boundaries, avoiding limiting
addictions and energy sources.
Choose future outcomes carefully with your intentions
and desires, while accepting all present moments. Present
moments are the perfect outcome of our past thoughts,
states and actions. They are a gift to enable one to
experience oneself, recognize and evolve further.
Resisting, or even cursing the present result of the past
only perpetuates its nature.
Your dreams, thoughts and visions create your world. You
will rise up and you may fall as you are fully in charge to
decide the outcome with your very own thoughts and
feelings about the rising and falling of your self.
Suﬀering is the result of a tape loop within the thoughts.
It is an indication of being in imbalance with the laws of
the universe, which always seek harmony. The only
purpose of suﬀering and stronger repeating signals is to
teach us when a thought is in error, and alert us to move
forward to the thought that will serve us better. Suﬀering
stops as soon as the correct thought/way is recognized,
and turned to the new reality. In the presence of
suﬀering, simply don’t dwell on resisting and
complaining. Instead, examine with an open mind, and
the answer will always show itself to you and you move
into completion, e.g. pain stops, the physical, emotional
and energetic balance gets reinstated.
Once you understand the universe’s complex yet simple
rules that are perfectly balanced, you cannot fail to
succeed predictably. Quit living by accident, by default or
by social engineering from third parties. Live by design your very own design. Design your life using goals,
visualization, imagination, and plan reality - all of this 2
lived consistently, daily, clearly, accurately, and with love
to the details.
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CHA Board of Directors
Eike Michaela Jordan is co-author in the
#1 Amazon Bestseller
“Wake up the Happy Brain”
Essentially, this is a practical workbook
displaying authors from around the world with
their own unique ways, awakened to their calling
and thoughts outside of the box to oﬀer positive
treatment modalities for a variety of conditions.
We believe this book will provide a
comprehensive insight into how these pioneers
have transformed lives and benefited consumers
in ways that go beyond the allopathic treatment
model of Western medicine.
In fact, I guarantee that there is literally
something for everyone, from stories that
display details of personal recovery and new
perspectives on getting back to the basic balance
and to enable to thrive in an increasingly
complex world.
Each author, at the end of his or her story, has a
personal biography with contact information.
We encourage you to take full advantage of this
opportunity to reach out to any author of your
choice for further information and personal
coaching. I would also like to take this
opportunity to thank my fellow authors for the
excellent work they perform all around the
world. It is genuinely awe-inspiring to see the
writing of so many dynamic healers gathered in
one place to share their unique messages,
secrets, and stories. While you read this book,
keep in mind that you also have the capacity
within yourself to achieve a resilient, and happy
brain!
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Codes of Ethics
Introduction and Purpose:
The Canadian Hypnosis Association is dedicated to provide the highest
standard of professional coaching, consulting, assessment and training
services.
The Code of Ethics serves as a foundation for practitioners of the Art of
Hypnosis in all business, moral and professional practice. It guides on how to
interact with professional colleagues, and care for clients in a safe and healthy
manner, and within legal and ethical boundaries in Canada. It ensures that
both client and practitioner are protected and quality standards are
understood.
The code of Ethics provides a moral framework within the Art of Hypnosis and
Quantum Energy Work for recognizing information and making decisions to
prevent from damage and protect any and all boundaries. In case of an
extraordinary ethical conclusion that may not be anticipated or regulated, and
more than one alternative decision may be considered ethical it is up to the
board and legal advisory to add to the ethics CHA bylaw. Therefore,
practitioners need to enhance their professional judgement through the
following guidelines as well as consulting their supervisors / teachers in writing
for implementing ethical decision making, and they may consult in writing a
senior, trusted colleague or other reliable sources.
The defined Code of ethics provides a reference point to prevent and work
through challenges that may arise with individuals, families or communities.
Practitioners must enhance their professional judgment through the knowledge
of these guidelines and the use of ethical decision making processes.
The CoE prevents this organization and it's individual elected Board of
Directors from activities that may harm the interests of other organizations,
individual societies, consumers, or the environment or the large community of
medical-therapeutic practitioners and quantum energy professionals as a
whole.
The Code of Ethics does not replace legal advice! Such guidelines are designed
to support practitioners in providing professional, ethical and competent
practical treatment, however, they are not binding beyond the law.
4
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Ethical Endeavours
• CHA promotes the Art and Science of Hypnosis as a tool for bettering all areas of
human lives.
• CHA supports, recognizes and addresses organizational, social and political factors that
influence the Art and Science of Hypnosis and our society as a whole.
• CHA condemns the misuse of Trance work for monetary, political, personal and or
corporate interests
• CHA advocates for change of unethical policies, legislation, or regulations that may
aﬀect Practitioners and/or Society as a whole.
• CHA's mandate is to be able to assess the individual practitioner's personal ethical issues,
operating their practice on an ongoing basis.
• CHA stimulates membership discussions which bring consequently questions to the
attention of The Canadian Hypnosis Association.
• CHA addresses perceived unethical behaviour of colleagues in an appropriate manner.
• Accept and consider feedback to one’s own behaviour and actions.
• CHA cooperates with committees and Government agencies, who address and are
concerned with ethics and / or ethical conduct.
Why is it so important to work with CHA accredited Hypnotherapists?
As in all professions in this world, there is the skilled and trained professional and there is the
backyard pretender. With something so sensitive and essential as ones soul, brain and individual
stored emotions, all clients deserve only the best with quality measurement and assurance.
It is way too easy to fall for someone pretending to practice hypnotherapy, but then that person
studied only oﬀ a book and is simply good at reading of the phrases, not knowing what they are
doing. Or to be at the mercy of a stage hypnotist, where perception and memory can be altered
and there is no return to be your original self.
A competent and CHA certified Hypnotherapist learned all the ethics and legal aspects and is
trained to respect all individual boundaries and free will. All the therapy is non-invasive and
pain-free, uplifting and with utmost diligence performed. Records will be kept in professional
manner. Teamwork capacity is part of the good ethics.

Within a member application process, the individual CHA membership applicant has to
proof and provide information about accomplished skill sets
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Contact
We want to hear from you
1. If you have some outstanding experiences within any
Trance work, please send us a written statement
2. If you are interested to learn more about the Art of
Hypnosis, please get in contact with us
3. if you want to report unethical behaviour , please get in
contact with us
4. If you have any other question about membership, fee
structure and such

http://www.canadianhypnosisassociation.ca/contact/
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